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Abstract
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incremental plotter system for a graphical output medium.
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1.0 Introduction
In the summer of 1965, a Calcomp Plotter System consisting of a 30" Model 564 plotter 
and tape drive Model 670 was purchased by the Department of Computer Science to provide the 
facility for large-scale graphical output from computer systems on the campus of the University 
of Illinois.
To utilize this facility for the benefit of researchers and students of the 
Coordinated Science Laboratory, a comprehensive and flexible programming package has been 
developed and implemented in the new CSL 1604 operating system for production of multi-faceted 
graphical output via an incremental digital plotting device.
Emphasis on design of the package was to reduce the amount of petty detail that the 
package user need be concerned with. Coupling of the plotter system with operation of the 1604 
driven CRT system was also desired.
22.0 Package Description
In describing the overall design of the plotter operating package, we may group the 
individual routines into three categories: 1) basic plotter control routines, 2) old and
new systems compatibility routines, and 3) special "function" routines for driving the basic 
plotter control routines.
2.1 Group 1: Basic Plotter Control Routines
There are three routines in this group:
1. CCABSPLT
2. CCPLOT
3. CCSYMBOL
CCABSPLT is "the" basic plotter control routine. It produces the actual plotter control 
magnetic tape. It is driven by CCPLOT to form the "hard core" of the plotter control package. 
CCSYMBOL generates the necessary calls to CCPLOT to draw designated symbols, usually BCD 
character strings. These three routines provide all the necessary "basic" functions for use 
of the plotter system.
2•2 Group 2: Old and New System Compatibility Routines
In this group are three routines:
1. CCPBCDOT
2. CALCOMP
3. SCPTOPLT
CCPBCDOT produces a BCD character string for plotting in exactly the same manner 
as do the routines of name XXXBCDOT for printing, punching, etc. The character string is 
controlled by a format string and all forms of data conversion are available.
CALCOMP is a routine available to maintain compatibility with routines written in 
the old Fortran '60 system at CSL prior to Sept. 1967. The calling sequences to CALCOMP are 
identical to the old CALCOMP routine in the Fortran '60 library.
A new routine, SCPTOPLT, couples the CSL 1604 CRT display system with the plotter 
output system and provides the user with the ability of reproducing the scope display on the 
plotter. This routine will probably be of great use to design oriented applications of the 
display system.
2.3 Group 3: Special Function Routines
As of July 1967, there were thirteen (13) routines included in this category:
1. CCLINSCL
2. CCLOGSCL
33. CCLINAX
4. CCLOGAX
5. CCLINGRD
6. CCLOGGRD
7. CCLINE
8. CCGRAPH
9. CCIRCLE
10. CCSPIRAL
11. CCPARLEL
12. CCELIPSE
13. CCDASHLN
These represent the first entries in this group which promises to grow and expand to cover new 
and diverse areas of graphical output requirements.
The first eight routines are basically concerned with the graphing of data. CCLINSCL 
and CCLOGSCL scale an array of data and provide range data for drawing graph axes. CCLINAX and 
CCLOGAX draw linear and logarithmic axes for graph plotting. CCLINGRD draws a linear grid 
pattern. CCLOGGRD draws a logarithmic grid pattern. CCLINE plots an array of data in graphical 
form. CCGRAPH produces complete graphs.
CCIRCLE draws a circle on the plotter paper. CCSPIRAL draws a spiraling figure. 
CCPARLEL draws a parallelogram under complete specification by the user. CCELIPSE draws 
ellipses in the same manner as CCIRCLE draws circles. CCDASHLN plots dashed lines. These 
are only the beginnings of a potentially very useful library package designed to couple the 
output of the 1604 computer system to the user in a form more easily interpreted by him.
43.0 Description of the Individual Routines
In the following sections, we will describe each of the routines of the plotter 
operating package. For reference, Appendix I will contain a list of the calling sequences 
of each of the routines.
3.1 Group 1: Basic Plotter Control Routines
3.1.1 CCABSPLT
This routine contains the following sections, each denoted by its entry point:
1. CCABSPLT
2. CCBLKADD
3. CCENDPLT
CCABSPLT is entered with the following calling sequence:
CALL CCABSPLT(X,Y,IC) (Fortran)
CALL CCABSPLT,X,Y,IC (Illar)
The necessary plotter commands will be generated and placed in the plotter tape buffer to move 
the plotter pen from its present position to the new position (X,Y) where X and Y are specified 
in inches on the plotter paper.
Whether the pen is moved to the new position in the raised or lowered position is 
determined by the value of IC: if IC = 2, the pen is lowered, and if IC =3, the pen is raised.
If IC = 1, the pen is left in the position found.
A word of caution should be injected at this point. CCABSPLT is essentially a 
system type computer routine and should be used by itself only when absolutely necessary and 
then only by users who have a good knowledge of the Calcomp plotter system. The routine CCPLOT 
should provide all the control necessary for the use of CCABSPLT.
Associated with the generation of blocks of data containing plotter action commands, 
CCBLKADD generates special data records on the output tape for providing stopping points during 
plotting for changing paper, color or type of ink pen, etc. The calling sequences are:
CALL CCBLKADD (IFLAG) (Fortran)
CALL CCBLKADD,IFLAG (Illar)
Because a block address writes data on magnetic tape, an option is available to 
allow the user to write out the unwritten contents of the internal tape buffer before writing 
the block address record or to just write the block address. If IFLAG is positive, the 
current buffer will be written out before the block address. If IFLAG is negative’ only the 
block address is output. The last option is primarily intended for the purpose of initializing 
pl°tter data tapes with a block address in order that the Calcomp 670 tape drive may find the 
data for processing.
For signaling the end of the data on the plotter output tape, a universal convention 
has established that a block address record containing code number 799 be written on the tape. 
A call to CCENDPLT accomplishes this, after seeing that all remaining data are written on the 
tape, and then unloads the output tape.
5The calling sequences are:
CALL CCENDPLT (Fortran)
CALL CCENDPLT (Illar)
No parameters are needed. The plotter buffer will be emptied and the plotter package will be 
reset to the same status as if it were just loaded into memory.
For each call to CCENDPLT, the following information about the data contained on the 
Calcomp output tape will be listed on the console typewriter.
Calcomp tape finished.
This plot will run for approx. 7.8 minutes.
Length of plot is 3.71 feet 
violation(s) xmin xmax ymin ymax
The time for plotting and amount of paper needed are useful information that should 
be given to the DCS Calcomp Plotter operator for each tape to be plotted. For the edification 
of the user, one or more of the violations will be output if they occurred during the computer 
run.
3.1.2 CCPLOT
The main driving functions of the Calcomp plotter package are embodied in CCPLOT. In 
addition to driving CCABSPLT for basic plotter pen motion, the following functions are available:
1. Limited movement of the pen within user supplied boundaries.
2. User tracking of the current position of the "user" pen.
3. Ability to automatically scale input parameters in either X or Y directions.
4. Ability to translate (offset) the plotting area in either X or Y directions.
The basic calling sequences are:
PLOT,X,Y,IPEN (Fortran)
CALL CCPLOT,X,Y,iPEN (Illar)
All coordinates of positions to which the "user" pen must move are specified in units 
of linear length in the X and Y directions. The actual position of the plotter pen may be 
different from the "user" pen due to boundary violations or from the effects of the scaling and/ 
or offset factors.
X and Y are the coordinates of the position to which the pen must move, subject to 
offset and scaling factors. Whether the pen is up or down depends on the value ofjlPENj. If
|IPEN| = 2, the pen will be moved in the lowered position. If jIPEN| = 3, the pen will move
in the raised position. If |IPEN| = 1, the pen remains in the previous position.
If IPEN is positive, a normal exit from CCPLOT will take place when the "user" pen 
has reached its destination. If IPEN is negative, the tape buffer will be written on the 
plotter output tape and a block address record written as soon as the pen motion is complete.
It is good practice to write block address records after major sections of a plot to enable 
recovery procedures to be applied should misfortune strike and the plotter system fail to 
operate properly. WARNING: If a call to CCPLOT with IPEN negative violates a boundary
(as explained later), the starting position of the pen in the next drawing will be unpredictable.
6CCPLOT establishes what is known as the "user limited plotting area." This is a 
completely bounded area on the plotter surface outside of which the Calcomp plotter pen is not 
allowed to travel. To the user, however, the pen appears to continue to plot the required data. 
When discussing the action of this pseudo pen, it will be referred to as the "user" pen.
To ascertain the present position of the "user" pen, the user calls the routine CCWHERE 
with the following calling sequences:
CALL
CALL
CCWHERE(X,Y) 
CCWHERE,X,Y
(Fortran)
(Illar)
The position of the "user" pen is returned as X and Y in floating point units. All offset 
and scaling effects are removed.
To set up the limits of the "user limited plotting area," the user calls the routine 
CCLIMITS with the following calling sequence:
CALL CCLIMITS(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
CALL CCLIMITS-XMIN,XMAX,YMIN.YMAX
(Fortran)
(Illar)
XMIN,XMAX,YMIN, and YMAX are the minimum and maximum limits in the X and Y coordinate directions 
on the actual plotter surface. That is, they are specified in absolute dimensions of floating 
point inches and are not affected by the offset and scaling factors. Initially, when the 
Calcomp plotter package is loaded into memory, the following limits are in force:
XMIN = -0.505 inches
XMAX = 10.505 inches
YMIN = -0.505 inches
YMAX = 10.505 inches
To set new offset values, the routine CC0FFSET is called as follows:
CALL CCOFFSET(X0FFSET,Y0FFSET) (Fortran)
CALL CCOFFSET,X0FFSET,Y0FFSET (Illar)
X0FFSET,Y0FFSET are specified in floating point units of linear length.
To set new scaling factors, the routine CCFACTOR is called as follows:
CALL CCFACTOR(XFACTOR,YFACTOR) (Fortran)
CALL CCFACTOR,XFACTOR,YFACTOR (Illar)
XFACTOR and YFACTOR are scale factors used to convert pen motion units into plotter pen distance 
inches. They are expressed in units of inches/unit.
The conversion of X and Y with the offset and scaling factors into floating point 
inches (absolute plotter scale) is:
Xabs = (x + X0FFSET) * XFACTOR
Y , = (Y + YOFFSET) * YFACTORabs i
Either CCFACTOR or CCOFFSET will move the pen to the corresponding point in the "new" picture.
7Initially, when the Calcomp plotter package is loaded into memory, the following 
values are assigned to the offset and scaling factors:
XOFFSET =0.0 units
YOFFSET =0.0 units
XFACTOR =1.0 inch/unit
YFACTOR = 1.0 inch/unit
A routine named CCFCTRS has been provided to allow the user to obtain the scaling and 
offset values presently in use. The calling sequence is:
CALL CCFCTRS(XOFFSET,YOFFSET,XFACTOR,YFACTOR)
CALL CCFCTRS,XOFFSET,YOFFSET,XFACTOR,YFACTOR
The parameters are explained in the above sections. This facility allows some routines to use 
the plotting package in an unbiased manner.
(Fortran)
(Illar)
3.1.3 CCSYMBOL
CCSYMBOL provides the "basic" function of character generation for the Calcomp plotter 
control package. In addition to providing the facility for plotting a standard set of 64 BCD 
characters corresponding to the character set of the CDC 1612 line printer, there is the ability 
to plot an additional set of 64 special characters (includes the entire Greek alphabet) and also 
the ability to allow the user to create and use his own characters.
Table I lists both the table of 64 standard characters and the table of the 64 special 
characters. All of the symbols are constructed in the following manner. Lines are drawn 
between points of a 7 x 8 grid as shown below:
X
For example, the character "1" is constructed by plotting lines between the points
(1,6) (2,7) (2,0) (1,0) (3,0)
8A special point (7,0), not on the grid, is used to interrupt the sequence of lines where it is 
necessary to do so. For example,
(0,2) (4,2) (7,0) (0,4) (4,4)
will plot the character = (equal to).
Associated with each character to be plotted is the character keyword. The keyword 
is made up of two parts. The first 24 bits contain the number of points to which the pen must 
be moved to plot the desired character. Included in this count are any (7,0) points in the 
list.
The list of points is called the coordinate string and starts in memory at some 
location, the address of which is contained right-justified in the second 24 bits of the keyword. 
For example, we present the keyword and coordinate string for the character "1":
keyword 0000000500000001b
coordinate string 1627201030000000b
beginning in loc. 1
Appendix II will list all of the standard and special character coordinate strings, a count of 
the grid points, and a brief description of each character.
Associated with the 7 x 8  character grid is the term "base point" of the grid. The 
characters are all positioned by a pair of coordinates in the calling sequence. The point in 
the grid corresponding to this locating pair of coordinates is called the "base point." When 
plotting standard characters, the "base point" is (0,0) always. In the special user character 
modes, the "base point" is specified by the user with special offset factors to be explained 
later.
The user enters CCSYMBOL by using the following calling sequences:
CALL CCSYMBOL(X,Y ,HEIGHT,BCD,ANGLE,N)
CALL CCSYMBOL,X,Y,HEIGHT,BCD,ANGLE,N
The type of character plotting is determined by N. If N is a positive integer, 
standard characters will be plotted. If N = -1 or -2, a special symbol will be plotted.’ If 
N = -3 or -4, a user supplied symbol will be plotted.
In the standard character mode, a string of N characters, starting at location BCD 
in a packed BCD buffer (left-justified for words of less than eight characters) are plotted.
The "base point" of the first character in the string is X,Y. X and Y are given in floating 
point units of linear length. The "base point" of each succeeding character is point (6,0) of 
the preceding character. When the complete string is plotted, the pen will be left at the 
"base point" of the (N + l)st character.
The height of the character grid is given by HEIGHT and is specified in floating 
point units of linear length. The string of characters is plotted at an ANGLE with the long 
edge of the plotter paper. ANGLE is specified in floating point degrees. Both HEIGHT and ANGLE 
denote the same quantities in all three character modes.
In the special character mode, a single character is plotted with its "base point" at 
X,Y. If N = -1, the pen is moved to X,Y in the raised position. If N = -2, the pen is moved in 
the lowered position. When the character is finished, the pen is left at the "base point."
BCD is the address of a location in memory where a full word decimal integer in the 
range 0 < integer < 127 is to be found. This integer is used to index Table I to select the 
special character to be plotted. Note that the first 64 special characters are the same
(Fortran) 
(Iliar)
9characters in the standard character set. Table I gives the decimal integer index associated 
with each letter.
In the user supplied character mode, BCD is the address of the location in memory 
where the character keyword for the user symbol is to be found. Again, the "base point" is set 
at X,Y. When the character is complete, the pen will be left at the "base point." If N = -3, 
the pen will be moved to X,Y in the raised position. If N = -4, the pen will be moved in the 
lowered position.
The adjustment of the "base point" of the character grid is performed by calling 
CCSOFSET in the following manner:
CALL CCSOFSET(IXOFSET,IYOFSET) (Fortran)
CALL CCSOFSET,IXOFSET,IYOFSET (IIlar)
IXOFSET and IYOFSET are full word integer constants measured in grid steps. They are offset 
factors necessary to move the "base point" of a character grid from some position other than 
(0,0) to (0,0). For example, to move the "base point" for our example character "1" from 
point (0,0) to (2,3), the following statements would be executed:
CALL CCSOFSET(-2,-3) (Fortran)
CALL CCSOFSET,=-2,=-3 (Illar)
All plotting by CCSYMBOL is performed via call statements to CCPLOT, and therefore 
all characters are scaled and offset in the normal manner. The user should be aware that if 
XFACTOR and YFACTOR are not equal when characters are plotted, distorted results will occur.
3.2 Group 2: Old and New System Compatibility Routines
3.2.1 CCPBCDOT
CCPBCDOT is a member of the XXXBCDOT family of system routines. These routines convert 
binary data into BCD data for output on some output medium. CCPBCDOT is the routine used to 
drive the Calcomp plotter as an output medium.
The basic calling statement to CCPBCDOT is as follows:
CALL CCPBCDOT,FORMAT,X,Y,HEIGHT,ANGLE (Illar)
X and Y specifies the starting "base point" for the resulting BCD character string in floating 
point units of linear length. HEIGHT and ANGLE are also transmitted to CCSYMBOL for plotting 
of the character string.
FORMAT is the address of the format string to be used to direct the data conversion. 
Inclusion of this parameter in the standard call to CCPBCDOT, however, will lead to awkward 
statement writing for the user. For that reason, a new statement in the FORTRAN system has 
been designed to make the use of CCPBCDOT more natural in the compiler environment. We will 
discuss the special FORTRAN statement in a moment.
The initial call to CCPBCDOT sets up the general system data conversion routines.
To introduce data for conversion, the following calling sequence is used:
CALL WRDBCDOT,DATAWORD (Illar)
There must be one call to WRDBCDOT for each field desired to be converted and plotted.
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Upon the completion of all desired data conversion, the user calls the cleanup 
routine ENDBCDOT as follows:
CALL ENDBCDOT (Iliar)
There are no parameters. When control is returned to the user's program, the desired character 
string will have been plotted. The special FORTRAN statement for the use of CCPBCDOT is of 
the form:
PLOTLINE #(X,Y,HEIGHT,ANGLE)/list
# is the standard FORTRAN statement label corresponding to the FORMAT statement. X, Y, HEIGHT, 
and ANGLE were described above. The parentheses "(" and ")" must be present, "list" is the 
list of data words to be converted and is separated from the rest of the statement by the "/".
To give an example for both ILLAR and FORTRAN users of CCPBCDOT, let us plot the 
values of A, B, and IC in F12.10, E16.8, and 14 fields, respectively, as follows:
Illar program
Call CCPBCDOT,FORMAT,X,Y,HEIGHT,ANGLE
Call WRDBCDOT,A
Call WRDBCDOT,B
Call WRDBCDOT,IC
Call ENDBCDOT
FORMAT BCD 3(f12.10,lX,el6.8,1X,I4)
Fortran Statements
PLOTLINE 100(X,Y ,HEIGHT,ANGLE)/A ,B ,IC 
100 FORMAT(F12.10,1X,E16.8,IX,14)
3.2.2 CALCOMP
In the old FORTRAN '60 system, CALCOMP was the complete plotter operating package.
The inclusion of CALCOMP in the new system plotter operating package is due to the need for 
some measure of compatibility between systems to allow old system programs to be run in the new 
system with a minimum of modification.
With respect to CALCOMP, no modifications are necessary at all. Calling sequences are 
the same in both systems.
For basic plotting (CCPLOT), use :
CALL CALCOMP(1,X,Y,IPEN) (Fortran)
For character generation (CCSYMBOL), use :
CALL CALCOMP (2,X,Y,HEIGHT,BCD,ANGLE,N) (Fortran)
For single word data conversion (CCPBCDOT), use : 
CALL C ALC0MP(3,X ,Y ,HEIGHT,ARG,ANGLE,FO RMAT) (Fortran)
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To obtain the current pen position (CCWHERE), use;
CALL CALC0MP(4,X,Y) (Fortran)
To terminate the plotter output tape (CCENDPLT), use:
CALL CALC0MP(5) (Fortran)
3.2.3 SCPTOPLT
Continuing on the theme of maximum flexibility and compatibility between systems and 
various pieces of hardware, SCPTOPLT provides the user with the means of plotting a CRT dis­
played picture on the Calcomp plotter.
The plotter "scope face" is an area of 10 x 10 units of linear length. For smaller or 
larger drawings, the user simply scales the plotter system by calling CCFACTOR. Facility is 
provided to map "scope faces" together to build larger pictures in mosaic form.
SCPTOPLT is called in the following manner: 
CALL SCPTOPLT(BUFFER,NUM,ENDX,ENDY) (Fortran)
CALL SCPTOPLT,BUFFER,NUM,ENDX,ENDY (Illar)
BUFFER is the base address of the buffer containing the scope commands for the picture to be 
plotted. There are NUM words in BUFFER.
When the scope picture has been transcribed to the plotter paper, the plotter pen is 
moved to position ENDX,ENDY. The coordinates are expressed in floating point units and are 
affected by the offset and scaling factors of CCPLOT.
When the pen motion is completed, a block address record is written on the Calcomp 
output tape.
For more information on the CRT display system, see report R-357 by Jack Stifle.
For our purposes, we will assume that the user reading this section is familiar with the CRT 
display system and its modes of operation.
To plot the points for modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, the character, asterisk (54b) is 
£ tteJn,in such a ^ n e r  as to make the character 0.01 units wide when the actual plot is a 
10 x 10" picture on the Calcomp plotter output. Modes 5 and 6 are line drawings with pro­
vision made during mode 5 to move the Calcomp pen minimum distance when traveling from line to 
line. °
Mode 7 is character generation and characters are generated via CCSYMBOL with the 
following heights :
0 0.0312 units
1 0.0936 units
2 0.1560 units
3 0.2808 units
Mode 0 is ignored by SCPTOPLT since it is meaningless to Calcomp plotting.
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3.3 Group 3: Special Function Routines
3.3.1 CCLINSCL
CCLINSCL is used to scan an array of linear valued elements and extract pertinent data 
for use by curve and axis plotting routines in the production of graphical output. The routine 
in use at CSL is an outgrowth of a routine, SCALE, supplied by California Computer Products.
Two equations must be satisfied simultaneously to obtain the correct scaling data.
A = R*(10.0**N) < minimum value 
A + (S*DX) > maximum value of the array
A is to be the minimum marking of an axis drawn for the array. S is the length of the axis 
in floating point units of linear length. N is some integer of arbitrary value chosen 
only to help satisfy the equation by placing A as close to the minimum value of the array as 
possible.
DX will be the step size of the axis for the array. The linear axis is marked off in
1.0 linear unit intervals. R is a member of the following set of values:
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0
The calling sequence for CCLINSCL is as follows:
CALL CCLINSCL(ARRAY,NUM,NFLAG,S,T) (Fortran)
CALL CCLINSCL,ARRAY,NUM,NFLAG,S,T (Illar)
ARRAY is the element array to be scaled and contains NUM elements. NFLAG specifies 
the type of element. If NFLAG is a positive integer, then ARRAY is assumed to be in floating 
point form. If NFLAG is a negative integer, then ARRAY is assumed to be in fixed point form.
The length of the axis to be drawn for the ARRAY is S units of floating point length. 
The results of the scaling are returned to the user's program in the two (2) word array, T, as 
follows:
1(1) = A 
T(2) = DX
The array T will be referred to later in the writeup as the "scale factor array."
3.3.2 CCLOGSCL
CCLOGSCL performs the scaling operation upon arrays of information to be plotted in 
logarithmic (base 10) form. The scaling criteria are the power of 10 closest to and less than 
or equal to the minimum value of the array, and the number of cycles necessary to cover the 
range of the array.
The calling sequence for CCLOGSCL is as follows: 
CALL CCLOGSCL(ARRAY,NUM,FLAG,T)
CALL CCLOGSCL,ARRAY,NUM,NFLAG,T
(Fortran)
(Illar)
ARRAY is the array of elements to be scaled and contains NUM elements. The type of element 
is required to be floating point in form. NFLAG specifies whether the array is in log form
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or not. If NFLAG is a positive integer, the ARRAY is assumed to be in "true form" (i.e., log 
form). If NFLAG is a negative integer, the ARRAY is assumed to be in linear form and must be 
converted. Note -- no actual conversion is performed. Only the fact is taken into account 
during scaling.
T is the "scale factor array" and returns the following values to the user's program: 
T(l) = power of 10 less than minimum of array (10^^^ < min. of array)
T(2) = number of covering cycles
3.3.3 CCLINAX
CCLINAX is the routine for plotting a linear form axis complete with tic marks and 
It may be used in conjunction with the routine CCLINSCL or singly to serve the user's 
Figure 1 shows a typical axis.
The calling sequence for CCLINAX is as follows:
CCLINAX(X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,T) (Fortran)
CCLINAX,X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,T (Illar)
X and Y are the coordinates of the minimum value end of the axis in floating point 
units of linear length. The length of the axis is SIZE floating point units of linear length 
(rounded to nearest whole unit). The base line of the axis makes an ANGLE in floating point 
degrees with the long edge of the plotter paper.
T is the two (2) word "scale factor array" described under the section on CCLINSCL.
The axis will be labeled with BCD which contains |NC| characters.
At each end of the axis and at every unit length, a tic mark is placed and lettered 
with an appropriate value as obtained from T. The sign of NC specifies which side of the 
axis these tic marks, the lettering and the label will be drawn. If NC is positive, the marking 
will be placed on the counter-clockwise side of the base line. If NC is negative, the marking 
will be placed on the clockwise-side of the axis.
All lettering is 0.14 units of linear length in height. The tic marks are also - 
0.14 units in height. This routine performs the same functions as the routine AXIS in use by 
members of user groups for Calcomp plotters.
lable. 
needs.
CALL
CALL
3.3.4 CCLOGAX
CCLOGAX plots a logarithmic (base 10) axis complete with major and minor tic marks 
and labeling. It may be used in conjunction with the routine CCLOGSCL or singly to serve the 
user's needs. Figure 4 shows a typical axis.
The calling sequence for CCLOGAX is as follows:
CALL CCL0GAX(X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,T) (Fortran)
CALL CCLOGAX,X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,T (Illar)
X and Y are the coordinates of the minimum value end of the axis in floating point 
units of linear length. The length of the axis is SIZE floating point units of linear length. 
The base line of the axis makes an ANGLE in floating point degrees with the long edge of the 
plotter paper.
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T is the two (2) word "scale factor array" described under the section on CCLOGSCL. 
The axis will be labeled with BCD which contains |NC| characters.
In accordance with standard log graphical techniques, the tic marks on the log axis 
are of two heights. For all major cycle marks, the tic marks may be up to 0.1 units of linear 
length in height. All minor divisions between major cycle marks are made with tic marks 
of one-half (%) the height of the major tic marks.
The lettering and major tic marks may be up to 0.1 units of linear length in height. 
The guiding factor in determining this height is the SIZE of the axis and the number of major 
cycles. The lettering of the label will be 0.15 units or whatever height is necessary to insure 
that the length of BCD is less than or equal to SIZE.
All major cycles are lettered with 10K where K is the appropriate power of 10 for 
that major cycle. NC specifies upon which side of the axis the lettering and tic marks will 
be piotted. If NC is positive, the lettering and tic marks will appear on the counter-clockwise 
side of the base line. If NC is negative, the lettering and tic marks will be plotted on the 
clockwise side of the base line.
As an example for drawing x and y axes of a graph, we list below the FORTRAN state­
ments necessary to produce the graphs in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Figure 1
CALL CCLINAX(0.0,0.0,6HX-AXIS,-6,10.0,0.0,TX)
CALL CCLINAX(0.0,0.0,6HY-AXIS,6,10.0,90.0,TY)
Figure 2
CALL CCLINAX(0.0,0.0,6HX-AXIS,-6,10.0,0.0,TX)
CALL CCLOGAX(0.0,0.0,6HY-AXIS,6,10.0,90.0,TB)
Figure 3
CALL CCLOGAX(0.0,0.0,6HX-AXIS,-6,10.0,0.0,TA)
CALL CCLINAX(0.0,0.0,6HY-AXIS,6,10.0,90.0,TY)
Figure 4
CALL CCLOGAX(0.0,0.0,6HX-AXIS,-6,10.0,0.0,TA)
CALL CCLOGAX(0.0,0.0,6HY-AXIS,6,10.0,90.0,TB)
3.3.5 CCLINGRD
CCLINGRD draws a one 
Each of the grids in Figures 1 unit spacing grid perpendicular to some chosen axis base line. , 2, 3 and 4 were drawn by either CCLINGRD or CCLOGGRD.
The calling sequence for CCLINGRD is as follows:
CALL CCLINGRD (X,Y,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE)
CCLINGRD,X,Y,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE
(Fortran)
(Illar)CALL
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X and Y are the coordinates of the minimum value end of the axis against which the
grid will be plotted. They are expressed in floating point units of linear length. The base
line of the adjoining axis is plotted at an angle in floating point degrees with the long edge 
of the plotter paper. The grid will be plotted at an angle of + 90.0 degrees with the base 
line of the axis. r
|XSIZE| is the length of the axis against which the grid will be drawn. YSIZE is the 
length of the grid in the direction perpendicular to the adjoining axis. Both distances are 
expressed in floating point units of linear length.
The sign of XSIZE specifies on which, side of the axis the grid will be drawn. If 
XSIZE is positive, the grid will be placed on the clockwise side of the axis. If XSIZE is 
negative, the grid will be placed on the counter-clockwise side of the axis.
In addition to calling CCLINGRD and/or CCLOGGRD, the user must provide his own calls
to CCPLOT to draw the grid "cap" lines. In Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4, these "cap" lines are the
right-hand and top borders of each graph.
3.3.6 CCLOGGRD
CCLOGGRD draws a log scale grid with grid lines placed at each major cycle mark. 
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show examples of the use of CCLOGGRD and CCLINGRD.
The calling sequence for CCLOGGRD is as follows:
CALL CCLOGGRD(X,Y,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE,T)
CALL CCLOGGRD,X,Y ,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE,T
X and Y are the coordinates of the minimum value end of the axis against which the 
grid will be plotted. They are expressed in floating point units of linear length. The base 
line of the adjoining axis plotted at an ANGLE in floating point degrees with the long edge of 
the plotter paper. The grid will be plotted at an angle of + 90.0 degrees with the base line 
of the adjoining axis.
¡XSIZE| is the length of the axis against which the grid will be drawn. YSIZE is 
the length of the grid in the direction perpendicular to the adjoining axis. Both distances 
are expressed in floating point units of linear length.
The sign of XSIZE specifies on which side of the axis the grid will be drawn. If 
XSIZE is positive, the grid will be placed on the clockwise side of the axis. If XSIZE is 
negative, the grid will be placed on the counter-clockwise side of the axis.
The spacing of the grid lines is based on the number of major cycles on the axis 
adjoining the grid. This information is obtained via the "scale factor array" T. A description 
of this array may be found under the section describing the routine CCLOGSCL,
As an example for drawing linear and logarithmic grids, we list below the FORTRAN 
statements necessary to produce the grids in Figures 1 , 2 , 3  and 4.
Figure 1
CALL CCLINGRD(0.0,0.0,-10.0,10.0,0.0)
CCLINGRD(0.0,0.0,10.0,10.0,90.0)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
CALL
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Figure 2
CALL CCLINGRD(0.0,0.0,-10.0,10.0,0.0)
CALL CCLOGGRD(0.0,0.0,10.0,10.0,90.0,TB)
Figure 3
CALL C CLO GGRD(0.0,0.0,-10.0,10.0,0.0,TA)
CALL CCLINGRD(0.0,0.0,10.0,10.0,90.0)
Figure 4
CALL CCLOGGRD(0.0,0.0,-10.0,10.0,0.0,TA)
CALL CCLOGGRD(0.0,0.0,10.0,10.0,90.0,TB)
The values of the "scale factor arrays" are as follows:
TX(1) = 0.0 TY(1) = -1.0
i—ioliCMXH TY(2) = 0.2
TA(1) = -2.0 TB(1) = 2.0
TA(2) = 6.0 TB(2) = 3.0
3.3.7 CCLINE
Completing the family of general purpose graphical plotting routines is CCLINE.
CCLINE produces complete curves plotted from an X and Y array in many formats.
The calling sequence for CCLINE is as follows:
CALL CCLINE(X,Y,NC,NFLAG,TX,TY,XSIZE,YSIZE)
CALL CCLINE,X,Y,NC,NFLAG,TX,TY,XSIZE,YSIZE
X and Y are the arrays of elements governing the construction of the curve. The format of 
the elements may be floating point or fixed point. If floating point, they may be logarithmic 
or linear.
NC is a four (4) word array describing the size of the arrays and the manner in 
which the graph curve is drawn. NC(1) is the number of elements in X. NC(2) is the number 
of elements in Y. For plotting, elements in X and Y are matched on a 1-1 basis. If one array 
is shorter than the other, it is rescanned as many times as is necessary to match all the 
elements in the other array. Thus, for example, an X array of 10 elements will be rescanned 
4 times to match a Y array containing 40 elements. Each time a rescan is initiated for one of 
the arrays, the pen will be raised during travel to the new point. Thus, four curves would be 
plotted in our above example.
The type of curve drawn may be a continuous line, a special symbol drawn at every Kth 
position, or a combination of both. The selection of the type is specified by the sign of NC(3). 
If NC(3) is negative, symbols only will be plotted. If NC(3) is positive and non-zero, both the*
(Fortran)
(Illar)
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curve and the symbols will be drawn. For the case of NC(3) = + 0, only the curve will be 
drawn. When the curve is drawn, all of the element pairs taken from X and Y are used to provide 
the smoothest curve possible.
The value of NC(3) determines the spacing of the special symbols where called for 
If NC(3) = ± k, then at every kCh element pair taken from X and Y, a special symbol will be 
plotted. The value of NC(4), lying in the range of 0 to 31, selects one of a selected list of 
symbols. Appendix III lists the allowable symbols. Figure 5b shows a set of curves dis­
playing all three combinations of curves and symbols. Figure 5a shows the FORTRAN program 
used to generate Figure 5b.
NFLAG is a six (6) word array used to describe the format of the graph and of the 
t^ble- F°r simplicity’ we wil1 simpl y list the parameters and their description in the following
NFLAG(1) +
NFLAG(2) +
NFLAG(3) +
NFLAG(4) +
NFLAG(5) +
NFLAG(6) +
linear axis for X 
log axis for X
linear axis for Y 
log axis for Y
X elements in floating point 
X elements in fixed point
Y elements in floating point
Y elements in fixed point
X elements in true form 
X elements must be converted to log form
Y elements in true form
Y elements must be converted to log form
Note that NFLAG(5) and NFLAG(6) apply only when X and/or Y are in floating point format.
The remaining parameters relate the scaling of X and Y to the curve drawing 
section. TX is the two (2) word "scale factor array" usually obtained from CCLINSCL or 
CCLOGSCL for the array X. Likewise, TY is the "scale factor array" for Y. XSIZE and YSIZE are 
the lengths of the X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. They should be the same as the values sup­
plied to the scaling routines. r
3.3.8 CCGRAPH
. The ultimate facility for graph production using the routines of the Calcomp operating
K L k “ G“ PH ?r°dUCeS a or curve overlays wttS completesign by the user. CCGRAPH is basically a driver program and uses CCLINSCL 
CCLOGSCL, CCLINAX, CCLOGAX, CCLINGRD, CCLOGGRD, and CCLINE to produce the required graph(s).
The calling sequence for CCGRAPH is:
CALL CCGRAPH(X,Y,NC,NFLAG,XSIZE,YSIZE,BCDX,BCDY,BCDQ,N)
CALL CCGRAPH,X ,Y ,NC,NFLAG,XSIZE,YSIZE,BCDX,BCDY,BCDQ,N
(Fortran)
(Illar)
X and Y are the coordinate arrays. Each may be fixed or floating point but not mixed. If 
they are floating point, they may be linear or logarithmic.
NC is a six (6) word array describing the size of the arrays, the design of the 
curves, and whether or not grids will be drawn. NC(1)-NC(4) are described under the section
CSL FORTRAN OF NOV. 1966, DATE 5/26/67 
--FORTRAN
PROGRAM REPORT1
DIMENSION XRAY(600),YRAY(600),NC(4),NFLAG(6),TX(2),TY(2) 
PI=3.1415 
Q=-2.*PI 
DO 1 L=1,600
XRAY(L)=EXPF(-Q/12.)*SINF(Q)
YRAY(L)=Q
1 Q=Q+12.*PI/600.
NC(1)=600
NC(2)=600 
NC(3)=0 
NC(4)=0 
NFLAG(l)=1 
NFLAG(2)=1 
NFLAG(3)=1 
NFLAG(4)=1 
NFLAG(5)=1 
NFLAG(6)=1
CALL CCLIMITS (-.505,10.505,-.505,10.505)
CALL CCLINSCL (XRAY,600,1,10.,TY)
CALL CCLINSCL(YRAY,600,1,10.,TX)
CALL CCLINE (YRAY,XRAY,NC,NFLAG,TX,TY,10.,10.)
DO 2K=1,600
2 XRAY(K)=EXPF(-YRAY(K)/12.)
NC(3)=-5
NC (4) =2
CALL CCLINE (YRAY,XRAY,NC,NFLAG,TX,TY,10.,10.)
DO 3 K=1,600
3 XRAY(K)=SINF(YRAY(K))
NC(3)=5
NC(4)=0
CALL CCLINE (YRAY,XRAY,NC,NFLAG,TX,TY,10.,10.)
CALL CCENDPLT 
END
Figure 5a. Fortran Program for Figure 5b
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Figure 5b - Three Modes of CCLINE Curves
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on CCLINE. NC(5) and NC(6) are described as follows:
NC(5) + no x axis grid drawn
- X axis grid drawn
NC (6) + no y axis grid drawn
- y axis grid drawn
NFLAG is a seven (7) word array used to describe the format of the graph and the 
coordinate arrays. NFLAG(1) - NFLAG(6) are described in the section on CCLINE. NFLAG(7) is 
an additional word used to select production of a new graph or to overlay data on a preceding 
one. Entry to CCGRAPH with NFLAG(7) = + will result in the scaling of X and Y, drawing of 
axes and/or grids, and the curve described by X and Y. Subsequent entries to CCGRAPH with 
NFLAG(7) = - will overlay new curves using the same axes, grids, and scale factors. A call 
to CCGRAPH with NFLAG(7) = - without a previous call with NFLAG(7) = + will result in an error 
message typeout on the console typewriter and the offending call will be abandoned. Each call 
to CCGRAPH exits with NFLAG(7) = - to facilitate loops involving overlay calls to CCGRAPH.
BCDX, BCDY and BCDQ are the labels to be used on the x-axis, y-axis, and over the 
completed graph. Each is a BCD character string usually specified as a Hollerith array. BCDX 
and BCDY are placed on the axes when they are drawn. BCDQ is placed either at the top of the 
graph when the x-axis is at the bottom, or at the bottom when the x-axis is at the top. The 
letters of BCDX and BCDY will be 0.15 units high and the letters of BCDQ will be 0.25 units 
high.
N is a four (4) word array containing counts of characters in the labels and con­
trolling axis drawing and date placement. If N(l), N(2) and N(3) are positive integers, they 
are the numbers of characters in BCDX, BCDY and BCDQ, respectively. If any one of N(l), N(2) 
or N(3) is negative or zero, the associated axis and/or label will not be drawn. Thus, the 
user may leave off one or both axes which will be replaced with a simple straight line border.
N(4) controls the placement of the current date on the completed graph. N(4) = + will 
cause the date to be omitted. N(4) = - will place the date below the x-axis base line if the 
x grid is drawn and above the x-axis base line if no x grid is drawn.
XSIZE and YSIZE are the dimensions of the base lines of the axes. Lettering, tic 
marks, etc. protrude approximately 0.6 units in all four directions. CCGRAPH results are 
subject to scaling and offset factors in CCFACTOR and CCOFFSET. CCGRAPH does not modify 
the limits of the "user limited plotter area." Thus, the user is responsible for control of 
the environment in which CCGRAPH must operate. The user also is responsible for separation 
of sequential graphs on the plotter paper. This may easily be accomplished by calling 
CCPLOT as follows:
PL0T,XSIZE+1.5,0.0,-3 (Fortran)
CALL CCPLOT,(loc.of.XSIZE+1.5),=0.0,=-3 (Illar)
Warning: Make sure the call to CCPLOT does not cause a boundary violation.
In Figure 6b. the complete graph for the same data used in Figure 5b is shown. The 
FORTRAN program used to generate the graph is shown in Figure 6a.
3.3.9 CCIRCLE
Beginning with this description of a circle drawing routine, we will be describing 
routines which provide drafting functions for the calcomp user. CCIRCLE may be used to draw 
all or part of a circle.
The calling sequence for CCIRCLE is as follows:
CSL FORTRAN OF NOV. 1966, DATE 5/26/67 
--FORTRAN
PROGRAM REPORT
DIMENSION XRAY(600),YRAY(600),NC(6),NFLAG(7),N(4)
PI=3.1415 
Q=-2.*PI 
DO 1 L=1,600
XRAY(L)=EXPF(-Q/12.)*SINF(Q)
YRAY (L) =Q
1 Q=Q+12.*PI/600.
CALL CCFACTOR (2.,2.)
NC(1)=600 
NC(2)=600 
NC(4)=0 
NC(5)=-1 
NC(6)=-1 
NC(3)=0 
NFLAG(l)=1 
NFLAG(2)=1 
NFLAG(3)=1 
NFLAG(4)=1 
NFLAG(5)=1 
NFLAG(6)=1 
NFLAG(7)=1 
N(l)=l 
N(2)=24 
N(3)=30 
N(4)=-l
CALL CCLIMITS (-1.,21.,-l.,21.)
CALL CCGRAPH (YRAY,XRAY,NC,NFLAG,10.,10.,
11H ,24HF(T) = E**-T/12.*SINE(T)
230HEXP0NENTIALLY DAMPED SINE WAVE,N)
DO 2 K=1,600
XRAY-(K)=EXPF(-XRAY(K) /12.)
2 CONTINUE
CALL CCSYMBOL (5.-6.*.15-.3/.7*.15,-.5,.15,3H-2*,0.,3)
CALL CCSYMBOL (5.1-4.*.6/.7*.15-.3/.7*.15,-.45,.15,117B,0. -1) 
CALL CCSYMBOL (5.-2.*6./7.*.15-3./7.*.15,-.45,.15,15B 0. -î) 
CALL CCSYMBOL (5.-3/.7*.15,-.5,.15,1HT,0.,1)
CALL CCSYMBOL (5.+.6/.7*.15+.3/.7*.15,-.45,.15,15B,0.,-l)
CALL CCSYMBOL (5.+3.*6./7.*.15+.3/.7*.15,-.5,.15,3H10*,0.,3) 
CALL CCSYMBOL (5.l+6.*6./7.*.15+3/.7*.15,-.45,.15 117B,0.,-1) 
NC (3) =-5 ’ ’
NC(4)=2
CALL CCGRAPH (YRAY,XRAY,NC,NFLAG)
DO 3 K=1,600
3 XRAY(K)=SINF(YRAY(K))
NC(3) =5
NC(4)=0
CALL CCGRAPH (XRAY,XRAY,NC,NFLAG)
CALL CCENDPLT 
END
--END
Figure 6a. Fortran Program for Figure 6b
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Figure 6b - Example of CCGRAPH
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CALL CCIRCLE(X ,Y ,R,SANGLE,EANGLE) (Fortran)
CALL CCIRCLE,X,Y,R,SANGLE,EANGLE (Illar)
X and Y are the coordinates of the center of the circle expressed in floating point
units of linear length. R is the radius of the circle in floating point units of linear length.
SANGLE and EANGLE are the angles of the starting and ending points of the arc or 
circle, respectively. They are expressed in floating point degrees.
The circle or arc will be drawn using an increment of one (1) degree for radii of
less than 1.0 units, an increment of 0.5 degree for radii of 1.0 to 5.0 units, and an increment
of 0.1 degree for all radii over 5.0 units in length. Figure 7 shows the terminology used.
A special entry, CCENDCR, allows the user to obtain the coordinates of the ends of 
the arc drawn. The calling sequence is as follows:
CALL CCENDCR(POINTS) (Fortran)
CALL CCENDCR,POINTS (Illar)
POINTS is 
order:
a four (4) word array in which will be returned the coordinates in the following
Loc. Coordinate
POINT (0) starting point x value
POINT (1) starting point y value
POINT (2) ending point x value
POINT (3) ending point y value
3.3.10 CCSPIRAL
CCSPIRAL draws partial or complete spiral figures under complete specification of
the user.
The calling sequence for CCSPIRAL is as follows:
CALL CCSPIRAL(X,Y,R0,R1,SANGLE,EANGLE) (Fortran)
CALL CCSPIRAL,X,Y,R0,R1,SANGLE,EANGLE (Illar)
X and Y are the coordinates of the center of the spiral expressed in floating point 
units of linear length. R0 is the starting radius and R1 is the ending radius. Both are 
expressed in floating points units of linear length.
SANGLE and EANGLE are the starting and ending angles respectively. Both are expressed 
in floating point degrees. No restrictions are placed on the size or order of either the radii 
or the angles. Note that making the radii equal causes CCSPIRAL to duplicate the efforts of 
CCIRCLE.
In determining the angle increment, the larger of the two radii, R0 or Rl, is used as 
a criterion. Increments used are 1.0 degrees for radii under 1.0 units, 0.5 degrees for radii 
between 1.0 and 5.0 units, and 0.1 degree for all radii over 5.0 units of linear length.
Figure 8 illustrates the terminology used.
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Figure 7 - Nomenclature for CCIRCLE
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Figure 8 - Nomenclature for CCSPIRAL
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A special entry point, CCENDSP, allows the user to obtain the coordinates of the 
ends of the spiral drawn. The calling sequence and argument are the same as were described for 
CCIRCLE.
3.3.11 CCPARLEL
CCPARLEL draws parallelograms under
The calling sequence for CCPARLEL i;
CALL CCPARLEL(X,Y,A,B,THETA,PHI)
CALL CCPARLEL,X,Y,A,B,THETA,PHI
X and Y are the coordinates of the base point 
floating point units of linear length. A and 
respectively, of the parallelogram. Both are 
length.
omplete specifications by the user, 
as follows:
(Fortran)
(Illar)
of the parallelogram. Both are expressed in 
B are the lengths of the major and minor sides, 
expressed in floating point units of linear
The orientation of the entire parallelogram is specified by THETA, the angle between 
the major side and the long edge of the plotters paper. The angle between the major and minor 
sides at the base point is specified by PHI. Both angles are expressed in floating point 
degrees. Figure 9 illustrates the terminology used.
3.3.12 CCELIPSE
CCELIPSE draws partial or complete ellipses under complete specification by the user.
The calling sequence for CCELIPSE is as follows:
CALL CCELIPSE(X,Y,AMA,AMI,THETA,SANGLE,EANGLE)
CALL CCELIPSE,X,Y,AMA,AMI,THETA,SANGLE,EANGLE
X and Y are the coordinates of the center point of the ellipse. Both are expressed 
in floating point units of linear length. AMA and AMI are the lengths of the semi-major and 
semi-minor axes, respectively. Both are expressed in floating point units of linear length. 
Note that the meaning of semi-major axis indicates the axis by which the angle of the entire 
ellipse is measured. Figure 10 shows the terminology in use and how each definition applies.
THETA is the angle of the ellipse and is measured between the semi-major axis and 
the long edge of the plotter paper. With reference to the semi-major axis, SANGLE and EANGLE 
are the starting and ending angles of the elliptic arc, respectively. All three angles are 
expressed in floating point degrees.
A special entry, CCENDEL, allows the user to obtain the coordinates of the starting 
and ending points of the elliptic arc. The calling sequence and argument are described in 
the description of CCIRCLE.
(Fortran)
(Illar)
3.3.13 CCDASHLN
CCDASHLN draws straight dashed lines in the manner of CCPLOT. The calling sequence 
for CCDASHLN is as follows:
CALL CCDASHLN(X,Y) (Fortran)
CCDASHLN,X,YCALL (Illar)
31
Figure 9 - Nomenclature for CCPARLEL
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Figure 10 - Nomenclature for CCELIPSE
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There is no pen position indicator argument because duplication of effort with 
CCPLOT would result.
The dashed line is plotted from the current position of the "user" pen to (X,Y), the 
coordinates of the end point. Both parameters are specified in floating point units of linear 
length.
Lines under 0.25 units in length will be plotted as solid lines. Lines whose lengths 
lie between 0.25 and 0.625 units of length will be plotted in five (5) equal length segments: 
line-space-line-space-line. All other lines will start and end with dash marks 0.1875 units 
long with the remainder of the line consisting of dash marks 0.1875 units long and space marks 
0.0625 units long or longer fitted to fill up the required distance. Figure 11 shows several 
lines drawn with CCDASHLN.
Figure 11 - Examples of the Use of CCDASHLN
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4.0 Error Messages and Pitfalls
The number of error messages given out in CCSYSTEM is relatively small. This is due 
to the general nature of the system which prevents it from making very many decisions on 
form and syntax.
Associated with the "user limited plotting area" is the indication of boundary 
violations as shown on page 5. The movements of the "user" pen continue but the actual plotter 
Pen movement is constrained to lie within the declared boundaries*
A call to CCPLOT with a negative pen position indicator which violates a boundary will 
cause the value of the x coordinate of the "user" pen position to be set to zero. Thus, the 
plotter pen will be out of position with respect to the "user" pen and erroneous results will 
occur. This problem is most likely to occur when the user is moving the pen beyond the current 
plotting area to separate successive plots with a block address.
The user must remember that practically all of the routines in CCSYSTEM produce 
results that are scaled and offset. Thus, a move to (6.0,6.0) with scale factors of 2.0 and
2.0 will violate a boundary placed at y = 10.0".
Users taking advantage of the user supplied symbol feature in CCSYMBOL are solely 
responsible for making sure that the keywords and symbol strings are in the proper format.
When using CCPBCDOT, all errors resulting from improper formats or datawords result 
in console typewriter messages which are standard for all BCD output routines.
All routines in CCSYSTEM access many subroutines of the ILLAR system which in turn 
have their own error messages for violations. These error returns will generally occur in very 
rare cases, usually due to machine failures or because of overwriting by a defective user 
program. To facilitate debugging in these cases, Appendix IV contains a listing of all sub­
routines called by each of the routines in CCSYSTEM.
All letter indices for CCSYMBOL in the special symbol mode are treated modulo 128.
The value of NC(4) for CCLINE and CCGRAPH are treated modulo 32.
An error message will result from a call to CCGRAPH with NFLAG(7) = - (overlay 
indication) if no previous call has been made to CCGRAPH with NFLAG(7) = + (new graph indica­
tion). The offending call to CCGRAPH will be ignored. Remember that every call to CCGRAPH 
will return NFLAG(7) = -.
An error message will occur if any call to CCABSPLT carries a pen position indicator 
value not equal to 1, 2, 3. If the user wishes to continue, the offending call will be ignored. 
Note that this message will occur if the pen position indicator in a call to CCPLOT is not eaual 
to 1,2,3 -1,-2, or -3.
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APPENDIX I
In this appendix, we shall list, for reference purposes, all calling sequences to 
routines in CCSYSTEM. Only brief descriptions of the arguments will be given. Both sample 
FORTRAN and ILLAR calls will be given as examples.
CCABSPLT (Section 3.1.1)
CALL CCABSPLT(X,Y,IC)
CALL CCABSPLT,X,Y,IC
X - x coordinate
Y - y coordinate
IC - pen position indicator
CALL CCBLKADD(IFLAG)
CALL CCBLKADD,IFLAG
IFLAG - flag to govern data record writeout
CALL CCENDPLT
CALL CCENDPLT
CCPLOT (Section 3.1.2)
PLOT,X,Y, I PEN
CALL CCPLOT,X,Y,IPEN
X - x coordinate
Y - y coordinate
I PEN - pen position, block addrei
CALL CCWHERE(X,Y)
CALL CCWHERE,X,Y
X - x coordinate
Y - y coordinate
CALL CCLIMITS(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
CALL CCLIMITS,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX
XMIN - minimum x boundary
XMAX - maximum x boundary
YMIN - minimum y boundary
YMAX - maximum y boundary
CALL CCOFFSET(XOFFSET,YOFFSET)
CALL CCOFFSET,XOFFSET,YOFFSET
XOFFSET - x offset distance 
YOFFSET - y offset distance
CALL CCFACTOR(XFACTOR,YFACTOR)
CALL CCFACTOR,XFACTOR,YFACTOR
XFACTOR - x scale factor 
YFACTOR - y scale factor
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
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CALL CCFCTRS(XOFFSET,YOFFSET,XFACTOR,YFACTOR)
CALL CCFCTRS,XOFFSET,YOFFSET,XFACTOR,YFACTOR
XOFFSET - current value of x offset
YOFFSET - current value of y offset
XFACTOR - current value of x scale factor
YFACTOR - current value of y scale factor
(Fortran)
(Illar)
CCSYMBOL (Section 3.1.3)
Normal symbol string plotting
CALL CCSYMBOL(X,Y,HEIGHT,BCD,ANGLE,N)
CALL CCSYMBOL,X,Y,HEIGHT,BCD,ANGLE,N
X - x coordinate of base point
Y - y coordinate of base point
HEIGHT - height of symbols
BCD - symbol string
ANGLE - angle between base line and x-axis
N - number of characters in string
Special symbol plotting
CALL CCSYMBOL(X,Y.HEIGHT,BCD.ANGLE,N)
CALL CCSYMBOL,X,Y,HEIGHT,BCD,ANGLE,N
X
Y
HEIGHT
BCD
ANGLE
N
x coordinate of base point
y coordinate of base point
height of symbol
index of special symbol
angle between base line and x-axis
pen position during travel to base point
User supplied symbol plotting
CALL CCSYMBOL(X,Y.HEIGHT,BCD,ANGLE,N)
CALL CCSYMBOL,X,Y.HEIGHT,BCD.ANGLE,N
X - x coordinate of base point
Y - y coordinate of base point
HEIGHT - height of symbol
BCD - address of user symbol keyword
ANGLE - angle between base line and x-axis
N - pen position during travel to base point
CALL CCSOFSET(IXOFSET,IYOFSET)
CALL CCSOFSET(IXOFSET.IYOFSET)
IXOFSET - x offset for symbol plotting
IYOFSET - y offset for symbol plotting
CCPBCDOT (Section 3.2.1)
Initial call in ILLAR
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
CALL CCPBCDOT,FORMAT,X,Y .HEIGHT,ANGLE (Illar)
FORMAT - address of format string 
X - x coordinate of base point
Y - y coordinate of base point
HEIGHT - height of symbols
ANGLE - angle between base line and x-axis 
Data delivery
CALL WRDBCDOT,DATAWORD
DATAWORD - word to be converted 
Completion 
CALL ENDBCDOT
(Illar)
(IIlar)
Complete call for FORTRAN
PLOTLINE #(X,Y , HEIGHT,ANGLE)/list
# - format statement number
X - x coordinate of base point
Y - y coordinate of base point
HEIGHT - height of symbols
ANGLE - angle between base line and x-axis
list - string of datawords to be converted
(Fortran)
SCPTOPLT (Section 3.2.3)
CALL SCPTOPLT(BUFFER,NUM,ENDX,ENDY)
CALL SCPTOPLT,BUFFER,NUM,ENDY,ENDY
BUFFER - base address of CRT display command buffer
NUM - contains number of words in BUFFER
ENDX - x coordinate of final pen location
ENDY - y coordinate of final pen location
(Fortran)
(Illar)
CCLINSCL (Section 3.3.1)
CALL CCLINSCL(ARRAY,NUM,NFLAG,S,T)
CALL CCLINSCL,ARRAY,NUM,NFLAG,S,T
ARRAY - list to be scaled
NUM - contains number of elements
NFLAG - type of data format
S - length of data axis
T - 2-word "scale factor array"
CCLOGSCL (Section 3.3.2)
CALL CCLOGSCL(ARRAY,NUM,NFLAG,T)
CALL CCLOGSCL,ARRAY,NUM,NFLAG,T
ARRAY - list to be scaled
NUM - contains number of elements
NFLAG - type of data format
(Fortran)
(Illar)
ARRAY
(Fortran)
(Illar)
ARRAY
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T - 2-word "scale factor array"
CCLINAX (Section 3.3.3)
CALL
CALL
CCLINAX(X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,T) (Fortran) 
CCLINAX,X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,T (Illar)
X
Y
BCD
NC
- x coordinate of base point of base line
- y coordinate of base point of base line
- symbol string for labeling
- number of symbols in string and position of axis indicator
SIZE - length of base line
ANGLE - angle between base line and x axis
T - 2-word "scale factor array"
CCLOGAX (Section 3.3.4)
CALL
CALL
CCLOGAX(X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,T) (Fortran) 
CCLOGAX,X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,ANGLE,! (Illar)
X
Y
BCD
NC
- x coordinate of base point of base line
- y coordinate of base point of base line
- symbol string for labeling
- number of symbols in string and position of axis indicator
SIZE - length of base line
ANGLE - angle between base line and x-axis
T - 2-word "scale factor array"
CCLINGRD (Section 3.3.5)
CALL
CALL
CCLINGRD(X,Y,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE) (Fortran) 
CCLINGRD,X,Y,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE (Illar)
X
Y
- x coordinate of base point of grid
- y coordinate of base point of grid
XSIZE - length of base side and position of grid indicator
YSIZE - length of perpendicular side of grid
ANGLE - angle between base side and x-axis
CCLOGGRD (Section 3.3.6)
CALL
CALL
CCLOGGRD(X,Y,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE,T) (Fortran) 
CCLOGGRD,X,Y,XSIZE,YSIZE,ANGLE,T (Illar)
X
Y
- x coordinate of base point of grid
- y coordinate of base point of grid
XSIZE - length of base side and position of grid indicator
YSIZE - length of perpendicular side of grid
ANGLE - angle between base side and x-axis
T - 2-word "scale factor array"
CCLINE (Section 3.3.7)
CALL
CALL
CCLINE(X,Y,NC,NFLAG,TX,TY,XSIZE,YSIZE) (Fortran) 
CCLINE,X,Y,NC,NFLAG,TX,TY,XSIZE,YSIZE (Illar)
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X - array in x direction
Y - array in y direction
NC - 4-word array containing counts of arrays and type of curve indicators
NFLAG - 6-word array containing type of data formats and type of axes formats
TX - 2-word "scale factor array" for X
TY - 2-word "scale factor array" for Y
XSIZE - length of x-axis base line
YSIZE - length of y-axis base line
CCGRAPH (Section 3.3.8)
CALL CCGRAPH(X,Y,NC,NFLAG,XSIZE,YSIZE,BCDX,BCDY,BCDQ,N)
CALL CCGRAPH,X,Y ,NC,NFLAG,XSIZE,YSIZE,BCDX,BCDY,BCDQ,N
(Fortran)
(Illar)
X
Y
NC
NFLAG
XSIZE
YSIZE
BCDX
BCDY
BCDQ
N
- array in x direction
- array in y direction
- 6-word array containing array counts, type of curve indicators, and flags 
to draw grids
- 7-word array containing type of data formats, type of axes formats, and overlay 
indicator
- length of x-axis base line
- length of y-axis base line
- symbol string for labeling x-axis
- symbol string for labeling y-axis
- symbol string for labeling completed graph
- 4-word array containing counts of symbol strings and date placement indicator
CCIRCLE (Section 3.3.9)
CALL CCIRCLE(X,Y,R,SANGLE,EANGLE)
CALL CCIRCLE,X,Y,R,SANGLE,EANGLE
X - x coordinate of center
Y - y coordinate of center
R - radius
SANGLE - starting angle with respect to the x-axis
EANGLE - ending angle with respect to the x-axis
CALL CCENDCR(POINTS)
CALL CCENDCR,POINTS
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
POINTS - 4-word array to hold coordinates of starting and ending points of circular arc
CCSPIRAL (Section 3.3.10)
CALL CCSPIRAL(X,Y,R0,R1,SANGLE,EANGLE)
CALL CCSPIRAL,X,Y,R0,R1,SANGLE,EANGLE
X
Y
R0
Rl
SANGLE
EANGLE
- x coordinate of center
- y coordinate of center
- starting radius
- ending radius
- starting angle with respect to the x-axis
- ending angle with respect to the x-axis
(Fortran)
(Illar)
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CALL CCENDSP(POINTS) (Fortran)
CALL CCENDSP,POINTS (Illar)
POINTS - 4-word array to hold coordinates of starting and ending points of spiral
CCPARLEL (Section 3.3.11)
(Fortran) 
(Illar)
X - x coordinate of the base point
Y - y coordinate of the base point
A - length of major side
B - length of minor side
THETA - angle between major side and x-axis
PHI - angle between minor and major sides measured at the base point.
CALL CCPARLEL(X,Y ,A ,B ,THETA,PHI)
CALL CCPARLEL,X,Y,A,B,THETA,PHI
CCELIPSE (Section 3.3.12)
CALL CCELIPSE(X,Y,AMA,AMI,THETA,SANGLE,EANGLE)
CALL CCELIPSE,X,Y , AMA,AMI,THETA,SANGLE,EANGLE
X - x coordinate of center
Y - y coordinate of center
AMA - length of semi-major axis
AMI - length of semi-minor axis
THETA - angle between semi-major axis and x-axis
SANGLE - starting angle with respect to the semi-major axis
EANGLE - ending angle with respect to the semi-major axis
CALL CCENDEL(POINTS)
CALL CCENDEL,POINTS
(Fortran)
(Illar)
(Fortran)
(Illar)
POINTS - 4-word array to hold coordinates of starting and ending points of elliptic
CCDASHLN (Section 3.3.13)
(Fortran) 
(Illar)
X - x coordinate of destination point
Y - y coordinate of distination point
CALL CCDASHLN(X,Y)
CALL CCDASHLN,X,Y
arc
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APPENDIX II
Table I displays all of the sixty-four (64) standard and sixty-four (64) special 
symbols which may be plotted by CCSYMBOL. Table II lists the symbols by name and gives their 
suggested base points for those users who wish to offset them. A good example of this is any 
one of the arrow heads. They were used in the production of Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10.

TABLE II
All indicies are given in octal integer form.
Standard Character Set (suggested base points all at 0,0)
0 colon
1 number 1
2 number 2
3 number 3
4 number 4
5 number 5
6 number 6
7 number 7
10 number 8
11 number 9
12 number 0
13 equality
14 unequality
15 less than or equal to
16 exclamation mark
17 left bracket
20 space
21 slash mark
22 letter S
23 letter T
24 letter U
25 letter V
26 letter W
27 letter X
30 letter Y
31 letter Z
32 right bracket
33 comma
34 left parenthesis
35 right directed arrow
36 equivalence
37 and mark
40 minus
41 letter J
42 letter K
43 letter L
44 letter M
45 letter N
46 letter 0
47 letter P
50 letter Q
51 letter R
52 or mark
53 dollar sign
54 asterisk
55 upward directed arrow
56 downward directed arrow
57 greater than
60 plus
61 letter A
62 letter B
63 letter C
64 letter D
65 letter E
66 letter F
67 letter G
70 letter H
71 letter I
72 less than
73 period
74 right parenthesis
75 greater than or equal to
76 question mark
77 semi-colon
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TABLE II (cont.)
Suggested
Special Character Set -base point
100 greek letter alpha 0,0
101 greek letter beta 0,0
102 greek letter gamma 0,0
103 greek letter delta 0,0
104 greek letter epsilon 0,0
105 greek letter zêta 0,0
106 greek letter eta 0,0
107 greek letter Thêta 0,0
110 greek letter Iota 0,0
111 greek letter Kappa 0,0
112 greek letter Lambda 0,0
113 greek letter Mu 0,0
114 greek letter Nu 0,0
115 greek letter Xi 0,0
116 greek letter Omicron 0,0
117 greek letter Pi 0,0
120 greek letter Rho 0,0
121 greek letter Sigma 0,0
122 greek letter Tau 0,0
123 greek letter Upsilon 0,0
124 greek letter Phi 0,0
125 greek letter Chi 0,0
126 greek letter Psi 0,0
127 greek letter Oméga 0,0
130 degree 0,0
131 parallel marks 0,0
132 downward directed
arrowhead 2,0
133 apostrophe 0,0
134 Star 0,0
135 Center• return square 2,3
136 Center■ return octagon 2,3
137 Center• return diamond 2,3
Suggested
Special Character Set -base point-
140 Centered delta 2,3
141 Per cent 0,0
142 Backward slash 0,0
143 Hour glass 0,0
144 Ampersand 0,0
145 Number sign 0,0
146 Integral 0,0
147 Plus or minus 0,0
150 Division 0,0
151 Therefore 0,0
152 Center return delta 2,3
153 Center return MINE 2,3
154 letter sized box 0,0
155 approximately 0,0
156 left hand quotation 0,0
157 right hand quotation 0,0
160 non-equivalence 0,0
161 exclusive - or 0,0
162 approximately equal 0,0
163 perpendicular mark 0,0
164 vector slash 0,0
165 dot 2,3
166 centered square 2,3
167 centered octagon 2,3
170 centered diamond 2,3
171 tie mark 2,7
172 right directed arrowhead 4,2
173 upward directed arrowhead 2,7
174 left directed arrowhead 0,2
175 square root 0,0
176 overline (extend square
root) 0,0
177 underline 0,0
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APPENDIX III
Table III lists the thirty-two (32) curve plotting symbols used by CCLINE. The set 
of symbols chosen is the same set employed several years back by California Computer Products 
in their software.
Because the symbol set for CCSYSTEM was redesigned, some small discrepancies cannot 
be avoided.
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TABLE III
Symbols Used by COLINE
COLINE
Index Name
CCSYMBOL
Index Base Point
0 square c 135b 2,3
1 octagon c 136b 2,3
2 delta c 152b 2,3
3 plus 60b 2,3
4 plus (45 degree angle) 60b 2,3
5 diamond c 137b 2,3
6 up arrow 55b 2,5
7 hour glass 143b 2,3
8 z 31b 2,3
9 y 30b 2,4
10 mine 153b 3,3
11 asterisk 54b 2,3
12 hour glass 143b 2,3
13 tic mark 171b 2,3
14 star 134b 2,3
15 colon 0b 2,3
16 one lb 2,3
17 two 2b 2,3
18 three 3b 2,3
19 four 4b 2,3
20 five 5b 2,3
21 six 6b 2,3
22 seven 7b 2,3
23 eight 10b 2,3
24 nine lib 2,3
25 zero 12b 2,3
26 equal 13b 2,3
27 not equal 14b 2,3
28 less than equal 15b 2,3
29 exclamation 16b 2,3
30 left bracket 17b 2,3
31 space 20b 2,3
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CCSYSTEM
CCABSPLT
CCPLOT 
CCSYMBOL 
CCPBCDOT 
CALCOMP
SCPTOPLT
CCLINSCL
CCLOGSCL
CCLINAX
Appendix IV
This section contains a listing of all subroutines called by each of the routines in
(Section 3.1.1)
XFIXF
TAPBCDOT
FRSTWRIT
LOCK
WRDBCDOT
ERMSGARG
TYPEMSGE 
ENDBCDOT 
IB JOB
FLOATF
FASTWRIT
(Section 3.1.2)
CCOUTBND CCABSPLT CCBLKADD IB JOB
(Section 3.1.3)
COSF SINF CCPLOT FLOATF
(Section 3.2.1)
INTBCDOT CCSYMBOL
(Section 3.2.2)
CCENDPLT
CCPBCDOT
TYPEMSGE
CCPLOT 
WRDBCDOT 
IB JOB
CCOFSET
ENDBCDOT
CCSYMBOL
CCWHERE
(Section 3.2.3)
CCPLOT
CCSOFSET
FLOATF CCSYMBOL CCWHERE
(Section 3.3.1)
MAXMIN
EXPRI
INTF
FLOATFIX
LOGF
EXPRR
FIXFLOAT
(Section 3.3.2)
MAXMIN LOGF FIXFLOAT FLOATFIX
(Section 3.3.3)
XABSF
FLOATFIX
CCPBCDOT
FIXFLOAT
CCPLOT
WRDBCDOT
COSF
CCSOFSET
ENDBCDOT
SINF
CCSYMBOL
CCWHERE
CCLOGAX (Section 3.3.4)
XABSF
SINF
CCSYMBOL
FLOATFIX
SQRTF
CCPBCDOT
FIXFLOAT
CCSOFSET
WRDBCDOT
COSF
CCPLOT
ENDBCDOT
CCLINGRD (Section 3.3.5)
INTF
CCPLOT
ABS F COSF SINF
CCLOGGRD (Section 3.3.6)
ABS F COSF SINF CCPLOT
COLINE (Section 3.3.7)
XABSF
LOGF
INTF
CCPLOT
CCWHERE
CCSYMBOL
FLOATFIX
CCSOFSET
CCGRAPH (Section 3.3.8)
DATE
INTF
CCLOGAX
CCLINGRD
IBJOB
FLOATFIX
CCLINSCL
CCSYMBOL
CCLINE
CCSOFSET
CCLOGSCL
CCLINAX
TAPBCDOT
XABSF
CCPLOT
CCLOGGRD
ENDBCDOT
CCIRCLE (Section 3.3.9)
COSF SINF CCPLOT
CCSPIRAL (Section 3.3.10)
COSF SINF CCPLOT
CCPARLEL (Section 3.3.11)
CCPLOT COSF SINF
CCELIPSE (Section 3.3.12)
EXPRI
CCPLOT
SQRTF
ERROREXT
COSF SINF
CCDASHLN (Section 3.3.13)
CCWHERE
CCPLOT
SQRTF INTF XFIXF
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Appendix V
Contained in this section are flow charts for all programs in Group 3 except CCDASHLN.
t
CCLINSCL - INITIAL fllNi RAX SEARCH — CCSTSTEH—  »725/67 PAEE I
CCLINSCL - ESTABLISH TRAIL VALUES TO COHPUTE STEP SIZE — CCSTSTEH—  B/2S/S7 PAGE 2
CC LIN SCL -  D ECID E ON STEP S IZ E  COM PUTATION — CC SYSTEM —  8 /2 5 /6 7  PAGE 3
C C LIN SCL -  S ELE C T SCALE MANGE FOR S TE P  SCALE — CC SYSTEM —  8 / 2 5 / 6 7  PAGE 4
C C LIN S C L -  COMPUTE F IN A L  SCALE FACTOR AARAT — C C STSTE N —  8 / 2 5 / S F
CCLOBSCL -  F IN D  M IN . MAX AND UPPER END OF COVER — C C STSTE N —  S /2 5 /6 7  PA6E S
CCL06SCL -  F IN O  LOWER END . GET NUMBER OF COVERING CYCLES — CC SYS TEH — 8 / 2 5 / 6 7  PAGE 7
CCLINRX -  I N I T IA L IZ A T I O N !  DRAW B A S E LIN E  —  C C SYSTEH— 8 /2 5 /6 7  fAGE 6
CCLINRX -  A D JU ST BASE IB  RANGE OF A X IS  --C C S Y S T E N —  8 /2 5 /67
CCLINAX -  DRAW AND LABLE T IC  NARKS — C C S TS TE N — 8 /2 5 /6 7  PAGE IB
GANNA2
CC LIN AX -  L A B IE  THE A X IS  - -C C S Y S T E N - - 6 /2 5 /6 7  PAGE 11
CCLOGAX -  I N I T I A L  SET UP OF CONSTANTS — CC SYSTEN —  8 / 2 5 / 6 7  PAGE 12
CCLOGRX -  DRAW BASE L IN E  AND MAJOR T IC  MARKS — C C STSTEM — 6 /2 5 /67  PAGE 13
\
CCLOGRX -  DRAW MINOR CYCLE T IC  MARKS — C C STSTEM — 6 / 2 8 /67  PAGE 14
CCLOGAX -  B E G IN  LA B LIN G  MAJOR CYCLE T IC  MARKS - -C C S Y S T E M -- 8 /2 6 /6 7  PAGE 15
CCLOGAX -  COMPLETE MAJOR CYCLE L A B L E S , LABLE A X IS  — CCSYSTEM — 6 /2 6 /6 7  PAGE 16
CCLINGRD -  IN I  T . • START DRAWING OF UPWARD D IR E C TED  L IN E  — C C S Y S T E N --
CCLINGRD -  DRAW UPWARD L IN E  -  S TA R T DOWNWARD L IN E  — C C SYSTEN —  8 /2 6 /67
-
CCLINGRD -  DRAW DOWNWARD D IR E C TED  L IN E  — C C SYSTEN — 8 / 2 8 / 6 7  PAGE 19
\  DCTfl4 r  -  MOVE TO STA R TIN G  END 
OF GRID L IN E
^  CCPLOT ^
DRAW DOWNWARD
D IR E C TED  GRID L IN E
^  CCPLOT ^  . . --------------------------- D E L T A l
CCLOGGRO -  I N I T . ,  STA R T DRAWING UPWARD D IR E C TED  L IN E  — C C S TS TE R —  8 /2 8 /6 7  PAGE 28
CCLOGGRD -  DRAW UPWflRO L IN E . STA R T DOWNWARD D IR E C TED  L IN E  — CC SYS TEN —  6 / 2 8 / 6 7  TR EE 21
CCLOGGRD -  DRAW DOWNWARD D IR E C TE D  G RID L IN E  — CC SYSTEN — 8 /2 8 /6 7  PAGE 22
C C LIN E  -  S E T  I N I T I A L  CO NSTANTS — C C SYSTER- 8 /2 8 /6 7  PAGE 23
C C LIN E  -  CHECK X DONE, Y DONE, OR RESET X — C C SYS TEN — 8 /2 8 /6 7  PAGE___24
C C L IN E  -  S E T  FLOGS AND CHECK COUNTERS FOR SYMBOL P L O TT IN G  — C C SYS TEH —  8 /2 8 /G 7  PBGE 26
C O LIN E  -  CHECK DATA ANO G ET TRUE FORMS —  C C S Y S T E N -- 6 /2 8 /6 7  PAGE 27
C C LIN E  -  DRAW CURVE AND/OR SYMBOLS — CC SYSTEH—  6 / 2 6 / 6 7  PAGE 26
C C LIN E  -  RETURN TO BASE P O IN T  OF GRAPH AND E X IT  — C C S Y S T E H -- 0 / 2 8 / 6 7  PAGE 29
CCGRRPH -  CHECK OVERLAY, S ET LAB LE COUNTS AND FLAGS - -C C S Y S T E H - -  8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 30
CCGRflPH -  SCALE X AND Y AXES - -C C S Y S T E M -- 8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 32
CCGRRPH -  MAKE PfiTH D E C IS IO N S  W ITH REGARD TO R X IS  DRAWINGS — C C S T S T E H --  8 / 2 9 / 6 7  PRGE 33
CCGRRPH -  ORRW SOME BORDERS. D E C ID E  ON X -R X IS  TYPE — C C S Y S T E H -- 8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 34
CCGRflPH -  DRAW Y A X ES . Y C A P L IN E S . AND T IC  NARKS — CC SYSTEN —  8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 35
CCGRAPH -  DRAW LIN EA R  Y -A X I S .  Y B A S E LIN E  AND T IC  NARKS — C C SYSTEN —  8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 36
CCGRRPH -  CHECK RND DRAW X ZERO POWER L IN E  ON LOG GRAPH — C C S Y S T E H -- 8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 37
CCGRRPH -  DRAW Y B A S E L IN E . Y ZERO L IN E  ON LIN E A R  GRAPH — C C SYS TEH —  8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 38
CCGRAPH -  DRAW X G RIDS IF  D ESIRED —  CCSYSTEM —  8 /2 9 /6 7
CCGRAPH -  DRAW BORDER AND D EC ID E ON X GRID FOR NO X -A X IS  — C C S Y S T E H -- 8 /2 9 /6 7
CCGRRPH -  DRAW Y -R X IS  AND X C A P LIN E  W ITH T IC  MARKS - -C C S Y S T E M --  8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 41
CCGRAPH -  DRAW X C A P L IN E . CHECK ON X -A X IS  PLACEMENT — CCSYSTEM —  8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 42


CCGRAPH -  PLACE DATE AND DRAV CURVE - -C C S Y S T E N - - 8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 47
C C IR C LE -  S E T  ANGLE INCREMENT AND SIG N  — CC SYS TEH —  8 /2 9 /67
CC1RCLE -  CHECK ON PROGRESS OF RRC DRAWING RNO S ET END T E S T  — C C S Y S TE H - 8 /2 9 /67 PAGE 49
CC IR C LE -  DRAW ARC SEGRENT ANO T E S T  FOR END — C C S Y S T E H -- 8 / 2 9 /67  PAGE 58
CCSPIRHL -  S ET UP PROPER ANGLE INCREMENT — CCSYSTEM — 8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 51
C O SP IR A I -  NOVE TO NEXT SEGMENT AND CHECK END T E S T  — CCSYSTEM — 8 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 52
CC SP IRAL -  DRAW SEGMENT RNO CHECK END T E S T  — C C S TS TE H —  6 / 2 9 / 6 7  PAGE 53
CCPARLEL -  DRAW COMPLETE PARALLELOGRAN — C C S TS TE N — 6 /2 9 /6 7  PAGE 54
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